## List of machines at the Science Studio workshop

### Metal Machines, Equipment and Tools
1. Sheet Metal Brake
2. Sheet Metal Shear
3. Metal Band Saw
4. Combination disc/belt sander
5. Drill press
6. Engine lathe with DRO
7. Vertical milling machine
8. Tig/Weg AC/DC
9. Mig/Mag Inverter
10. Roll Bending Machine
11. Hydraulic/pneumatic shop press
12. Arbor press 5T with stand
13. ABAC with Air dryer
14. Mobile welding
15. Ferrous manual bench
16. Cold Saw machine
17. Divider St 130
18. Rotary Table

### Wood Machines
1. Table Saw
2. HBS 610 industrial band saw
3. Wood carpenter work bench
4. Dust Collector
5. Planner thicknesses machine
6. 12” compound mitre saw and bench saw

### Electronic and Other
1. Hot Air rework station Hakko FR-801
2. Soldering Station Hakko FX-951
3. Dual output adjustable DC
4. Four Channel digital storage
5. Pallet truck 3t
6. 3D printer
7. Sewing machine
8. Vinyl cutter
9. Heat press

Hydraulic Press WP50H Holzmann